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India has each non-public and public universities, several of that are supported by the govt of India
additionally because the state governments. Excluding these there are non-public universities
supported by varied bodies and societies. Universities in India are recognized by the University
Grants Commission (UGC), which pulls its power from the University Grants Commission Act, 1956.
Additionally, fifteen skilled Councils are established, controlling totally different aspects of
accreditation and coordination. Each and every state of India has its own state faculty board,
beneath that act totally different faculties. Delhi University (DU) is one in every of the biggest
universities in India and solely holds over one hundred fifty faculties situated in Delhi. Looking on-
line one will simply realize list of colleges in Delhi that are controlled by UGC. Obtaining admission
into these faculties is completed by entrance exams conducted by central government. Same is that
the Bangalore University however has comparatively less range of faculties than that of Delhi
University. List of colleges in Bangalore has many government and personal colleges running
beneath UGC.

The types of universities controlled by the UGC include:

Central Universities: These universities are established by Act of Parliament and are available
beneath Department of upper Education within the Union Human Resource Development Ministry.
List of colleges in Chennai beneath UGC has approximately twenty colleges.

Deemed Universities: These universities are a standing of autonomy granted by the Department of
upper Education on the recommendation of the UGC. There are a hundred thirty deemed
universities running beneath UGC as of year 2008. List of colleges in Delhi coming back beneath
Deemed University is kind of massive with over fifty colleges.

Private Universities: Private universities are approved by the UGC however admissions into these
faculties are conducted by faculty management team. There are many non-public universities in
India that conjointly admit students on the premise of All India Entrance Exams ranking however
most of them grant admission by their own management quota. They conjointly grant regular
degrees approved by UGC. As range of scholars are increasing day-by-day and it's out of the
question for state universities to accommodate mass into central universities. Thus, role of personal
universities has helped lotin building career aspects of scholars. List of colleges in Bangalore that is
privately managed is innumerable.

Autonomous Universities: Though these don't seem to be affiliate faculties however they are doing
fall beneath the executive management of the Department of upper Education. a number of
acknowledge organizations are the Indian Institutes of Technology, National Institutes of
Technology, Indian Institutes of Science Education and analysis, Indian Institutes of Management
and others.
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Nikkita Singh - About Author:
Here Author is giving information about a list of colleges in Chennai, a list of colleges in Delhi, a list
of colleges in Bangalore to keep you aware about current scenario. For more details log on to the
Khojle.in where you will find the long list of Colleges.
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